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Representation of the 
Subaru Brand

When Fuji Heavy Industries Ltd. (F.H.I.) entered the automobile industry in 1958, it established 
Subaru as its exclusive automobile brand. Since then, the Six Stars Symbol and SUBARU logo 
have supported several generations of Subaru cars. They reflect the Subaru motto: “Design and 
manufacture of cars backed by unique, sure, and advanced technology.” “Subaru” is the Japa-
nese name for the Pleiades, a prominent cluster of stars in the constellation Taurus. The easily-
recognized Pleiades cluster can be seen clearly in Japan's winter skies to the right of Orion. As a 
result, the Pleiades have served as a trusty guide for ancient travelers around the world through-
out the ages.
The Six Stars Symbol is the symbol of the Subaru brand and is the most important brand identi-
ty element that is used in combination with the SUBARU logo.  The design symbolizes the bright 
and beautiful “Subaru stars” (the Pleiades cluster), and the symbol consists of six bright stars 
from the cluster. The six stars are enclosed in an ellipse, indicating that is just one part of the 
cluster.
The SUBARU logo expresses the brand name and, as a symbol of the Subaru brand, is used in 
combination with the Six Stars Symbol (excluding certain exceptions approved by F.H.I.)

When using the Subaru name in text, use an ordinary typeface without the SUBARU logo, and use upper-
case and lowercase letters.

Do not use the Six Stars Symbol or the SUBARU logo independently.  Also, the Six Stars Symbol is to 
be used for emphasizing the Subaru brand, and should not be combined with other elements.  Even if a 
dealership name includes “Subaru”, the use of the Six Stars Symbol with the dealership name is prohib-
ited.  The use of the SUBARU logo with other elements is also prohibited (excluding when used as a de-
sign element in sales promotion tools and novelty items or when approved by F.H.I.)

Six Stars Symbol SUBARU logo

When FUJI HEAVY INDUSTRIES Ltd. 
entered the automobile industry in1958, it 
established Subaru as our exclusive 
automobile brand. Since then, the Six Stars 
Symbol and the SUBARU logo have 
supported several generations of Subaru cars.  
They reflect the Subaru motto: 
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